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1 Diachronic perspectives of phonetic
variability: historical sound change

Voltaire defined etymology as “une science où les voyelles ne font rien
et les consonnes fort peu de chose”. Looking at the sometimes distant
spelling-sound relationships of present-day English place names one may
feel inclined to agree with the French philosopher’s biting remark. Espe-
cially the phonetically uninitiated, be they linguists or not, can see nothing
but the whims of an individual case history of sound change when they
come across the name of the castle and hamlet near Chester in Cheshire,
England:Cholmondeley["tS2mlI]. This name has preserved Middle Eng-
lish spelling. Its written form presumably represented the sound values
of orthographic letters in Middle English quite systematically and corre-
sponded to a pronunciation somewhat like ["tSOlmOnd@leI]. The final sylla-
ble is connected to Old Englishle(a)h ‘lea (=pastureland)’ and its Middle
English formsleigh, as well as-lei, -lai in place names (Jordan 1934, 109;
cp. Grindlea, Grindly (= ‘green lea’) andWesley(= ‘west lea’)), i.e. the
name means ‘Cholmund’s lea’ (Horn 1954, 1180). The Middle English
spelling leigh is kept in another place name of the same origin and with
the same present-day pronunciation in Devonshire –Chulmleigh. In these
place names the sound changed in historical evolution over more than a
millenium, but the written forms were handed down unchanged in their
first and/or second parts from medieval times.

Is this sound change ad hoc, tied to this individual word, or does it
fit into general phonetic patterns of speech production and perception?
The Neogrammarians would have favoured the second alternative, and
would have done so most emphatically, because they established a new
scientific study of language by not just looking for regular patternsof his-
torical sound change in genetically related languages, but by postulating
exceptionless (psycho)physical sound laws, which may only be blocked
by other laws, or by analogy and lexical borrowing (Osthoff and Brug-
man 1878), and they tried to capture these phonetic modifications over
time through minute instrumental analyses of synchronic variation.L’abbé
Rousselot wrote a two-volume compendium ‘Principes de phonétiqueex-
périmentale’ (1924) and a monograph ‘Les modifications phonétiques du
langage, étudiées dans le patois d’une famille de Cellefrouin (Charente)’
(1891). This research paradigm was later pooh-poohed as atomistic pos-
itivism, lacking the concept of sound systems of linguistic structuralism.
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Of course, these researchers’ poor methodology and naive confidence in
instrumental records did not help their cause. But I think nevertheless that
a grave injustice has been done to their work.

I would like to show in this paper how the application of modern data
processing techniques to this old question put forward by the Neogrammar-
ians can help us solve the relationship between synchronic variation and
diachronic change, by reducing both to the same phonetic driving forces of
speech communication in short and long term perspectives and explaining
them with reference to the constraints of speech production and perception
of homo loquens in communicative situations within sociolinguistic envi-
ronments. The procedure also implies a redressing of the balance between
the structural principle in the segment-dominated approach of many par-
adigms in phonology, on the one hand, and the phonetic principle inthe
parameter-based analysis of constituents of larger production and percep-
tion patterns, on the other.

2 Reorganization of opening-closing
movements in speech

As a point of departure, the discussion can refer to the founding father of
the International Phonetic Association, Paul Passy, who provided an ac-
count of the general characteristics of phonetic change in his PhD thesis
at the Sorbonne, ‘Étude sur les changements phonétiques et leurs carac-
tères généraux’ (1890). Passy puts forward very modern views on phonetic
principles in speech communication under synchronic and diachronic per-
spectives, which predate Lindblom’s H&H theory (Lindblom 1990, Kohler
1979) by several decades:
“. . . des tendances phonétiques que nous avons constatées, se dégagent
bien nettement deux principes fondamentaux:
1� Le langage tend constamment à se débarasser de ce qui est superflu.
2� Le langage tend constamment à mettre en relief ce qui est nécessaire.
. . . tous les changements . . . ont pour résultat une économie dans l’activi-
té des organes . . . On parle pour être compris . . . Tout ce qui est néces-
saire pour être compris et bien compris, on le conserve soigneusement,
on l’accentue, on l’exagère; le reste, on le néglige, on le laisse aller, on
l’omet.” (pp. 227–229)

An essential component of this economy principle is the reorganization
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of articulated speech, whose characteristic feature is the alternating tem-
poral sequencing of decreasing and increasing stricture formation in the
oral opening of the vocal tract. These are theopening and closing gestures
of connected speech, which may follow a direct transition from a con-
toid to a vocoid articulation (Pike 1943) or vice versa, as in [tIn], or may
move through a sequence of contoid configurations to or from a vocoid,or
through a vocoid series, on a scale of increasing vocal tract opening or clos-
ing, respectively, as in [tSIn] or [graInd], and may also involve more than
one articulator. The global opening and closing gestures of the vocal tract
as well as their synchronization and sequencing may be regarded as the pri-
mary constituents of speech production. The global opening and closing
gestures are theframesof rhythmic alternation found in initial babbling
of infants as well as underlying the production of the syllables of adult
speech; as speech development progresses, they are gradually filled by
content, i.e. they are variegated by highly language-specific internal seg-
mental and componential differentiation, which is superimposed on ‘pure’
syllable oscillation (Macneilage and Davis 1990).

When these opening and closing gestures are chained in connected
speech by adults they are reorganized, not only as frames, but also in their
content. The effects extend over variable stretches of speech which are
often quite long and certainly not limited to the neighbouring segmental
gestures modelled by Articulatory Phonology (Browman and Goldstein
1992). This entails a series of adjustments in vocoid and contoid tar-
gets, ranging from vowel centralization and elision to consonantal stricture
changes, manner and place assimilations (nasalization, labialization etc.)
and deletions, in all cases reducing the magnitude, the number or the tim-
ing of opening and closing gestures as well as the number of articulators
involved. Phonological vowels and consonants are integrated into these
articulatory dynamics, and coarticulation and all types of assimilation and
reduction of speech movements are a natural fall-out from this global tem-
poral organization into syllabic-type gestures, in language-independentas
well as in language-specific tendencies. The segmental representations of
historical language records in alphabetic writing have to be translated into
these larger articulatory movements, from which they were abstracted as
phonemic elements for reducing a language economically to writing (Pike
1947).

Applying these principles to the historical sound change in the Cheshire
and Devonshire place names from Middle English to the present day, we
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can argue as follows. In the unstressed medial second and third syllables
the openings into the vowels would show typical undershoot, and eventu-
ally tend towards schwa, as is so characteristic of English unstressed non-
final vowels generally. But the narrowing of opening-closing movements
does not stop there: the opening into the vowel may be absent altogether, as
is evidenced by modern Englishtotally, where the central tip or blade con-
tact with the alveolar ridge may be unbroken, albeit with a syllabic lateral;
but even that may be reduced in natural connected speech. So the global
articulatory pattern represented by the linear segmental sequence [nd@l]
in the place names would naturally reduce to a continuous apical/laminal
closure, only changing from complete to central contact. In this articula-
tory constellation the timing of velic opening-closing is variable, resulting
in presence or absence of a stop, as in the personal namesFin(d)lay, or
in words likefriendly, or with the opposite process of plosive insertion in
Grindlea(= ‘green lea’).

The opening-closing movement of the second syllable follows the same
pattern, with interlocking of labial and apical/laminal closures, or even just
one closure, executed by one of the two active articulators, usually by the
dominant labial one (Kohler 1990). So [mlI] instead of [m@nd@lI] in the
second and third syllables of the place name is a natural development in
speech production constrained by a reorganization of opening-closing ges-
tures to reduce their extent and the number of participating articulators
under lack of stress in medial syllables.

The Old and Middle English formsle(a)h and leigh, respectively, as
well as the spellingChulmleighin the Devonshire place name, refer to
a final dorsal fricative (cp. Old High Germ.loh, -loh(e) in German place
names, e.g.Hohenlohe). This is parallelled in O.E.heah, M.E.heigh, Mod.
E. high, Scottish dialect of Buchan [hiç], Germ.hoch, hohe. The various
forms ofhigh in English show that the dorsal fricative in the syllable coda
was fronted after front vowels in English, lost its fricative stricture in a
curtailing of the dorsal closing movement and then joined the diphthon-
gization of M.E. [i:]. In unstressed-leigh in place names this stricture re-
duction occurred quite early, hence the Middle English spellings-lei, -lai,
as well as-ley in Cholmondeley.

Lastly, as regards the first opening-closing gesture of the Middle Eng-
lish form of the place names, we may refer to the absorption of apical
laterals in a back vowel to labial or dorsal movement in the history of Eng-
lish, as inpalm, holm, Holborn, chalk, folk, and to an [O] > [2] change
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in a fair section of the English vocabulary, e.g.Monday, month, brother,
mother.

Thus the modern pronunciation ofCholmondeley, in relation to its me-
dieval spelling, becomes transparent as the result of freezing one spoken
form from among a large array of phonetic variability of a word occur-
ing in connected speech communication. This variability is, on the one
hand, constrained by the reorganization of opening and closing gestures
for greater articulatory economy on the part of speakers, but since speech
is addressed to listeners, who require situation-related perceptual distinc-
tivity for message decoding (Lindblom 1990), the opposed tendencies of
facilitating speaking and listening must strike a balance, dependent on con-
text. That means that articulatory reduction is tolerated the more easily by
the speech community the less it deviates perceptually from more elabo-
rated speech production. The acoustic-auditory corrective of gesture sim-
plification applies, for instance, to place assimilation of nasals to preceding
plosives/nasals in syllable-final position (Kohler 1990): inCholmondeley
as well as in German-enwords (see 3.3), the intrinsic place cues for the
distinction of [n] from [mN] are weak, especially so when they are not
supported by formant transitions into a following vowel. Gesturalvari-
ability, resulting from the economy of effort principle, is thus enhanced or
restrained by perceptual boundary conditions.

Finally, the selection, by a speech community, of one, or possibly more
than one, specific phonetic form from the class of perceptually delimited
production variants of a word as its canonical representative(s), is governed
by social factors and leads to historical lexicalization. This is what hap-
pened in the case of the place namesCholmondeleyandChulmleigh.Sim-
ilarly, Germanzu dem‘to the’ fluctuated between [tsu dem] and [tsUm]
under conditions of gesture reduction, in different phonetic, syntactic and
situational contexts, e.g. speaking styles, but one form became lexicalized,
namely [tsUm], by the side of [tsu dem] and its various contextual satel-
lites. Lexicalization means that although the form has its origin in phonetic
constraints of contextual environments in the widest sense, it is eventually
detached from these conditions and becomes a new name or lexical item in
its own right through sociolinguistic selection. In the case of thecomplete
parallel of Germanmit dem‘with the’ – from [mIt dem] to [mIm] – the
lexicalization process of [mIm] is not complete yet.

In the theoretical framework presented here, phonetic variability is
considered to be controlled by a complex interplay of articulatory economy
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in speech production, of perceptual distinctiveness for speech recognition
and of social acceptance in speech communication. At the phrase level,
the contextual phonetic variation of speech is regarded as being primarily
tied to production. It is seen as the statistical outcome of production along
a scale of articulatory expenditure, driven by the linguistic message, the
speech organs, the demands of the situation and the social and individual
attitudes. Variable effort results in opening and closing gestures that vary
in magnitude, timing and participating articulators in set physical patterns.
Perceptual factors only intervene in so far as the speaker has to produce
signals that are distinctive enough for a listener to decode. And as lis-
teners’ needs are proportional to the ‘a priori’ probabilities of perceptual
confusion in different communicative situations, the latter control speech
output, all the more the greater the cost speakers attribute to a failureof
communication (Kohler 1979).

This theoretical position differs from Ohala’s, which associates a more
active role with the acoustic-auditory domain in, e.g., place assimilation
(Ohala 1990): the articulatory changes [pt], [kt]> [tt] would be due to “less
experienced listeners lacking the perceptual ability to integrate the weaker
place cues [of [pk] as against [t]] in the VC transition” (p. 265). Kohler
(1990, 87ff) has referred to articulatory factors as the primary source of
change, supplemented by a perceptual corrective, in explaining synchronic
contextual place assimilation of plosives at the phrase-level (across word
and morpheme boundaries), and has pointed out that the regressive api-
cal assimilations, although perceptually very similar to the unassimilated
forms, do not occur in connected German speech, whereas the equally sim-
ilar [tp] > [pp] and [tk] > [kk] do. “So there must be something beyond
acoustic and auditory similarity that constrains the observable productions.
And it is at least very plausible that the driving force lies in speech pro-
duction itself and in a general economy of effort principle that simpli-
fies complex articulations, e.g. apical gestures, whenever the demands of
communication do not impose extra precision on speech production.” (p.
89) Of course, Ohala’s statement was not based on synchronic contex-
tual phrase-level assimilation, but on historical sound change of the type
Latin scriptu, nocte> Italianscritto, notte, i.e. on canonical form selection
(lexicalization) by the speech community and its transmission throughthe
generations. In this selection process the perceptual factor is bound to play
an additional prominent role, and Ohala’s position and the one advocated
here converge.
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3 Linking historical segmental spellings cross-
linguistically with the temporal organization
of synchronic acoustic records

The question of variable articulatory dynamics in opening and closing
movements of German connected speech will be discussed in the follow-
ing sections with reference to the categories of schwa deletion, place as-
similation, lenition, nasalization, lateral and geminate reduction in thetwo
labelled speech data bases of theKiel Corpus of Read/Spontaneous Speech
for German (IPDS 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997). The phonetic interpretation
of the articulatory dynamics of vowels and consonants goes beyond the
language-specific phonological frame of reference, and connects the Ger-
man data to the physical structures of the human vocal tract and to its
articulatory constraints, as well as to the principle of economy along an
H&H scale in speaker-hearer communication (Lindblom 1990).

Such an extra-linguistic reference makes it possible to link the articu-
latory interpretion of the historical orthographic records round the English
place name to the corresponding analysis of the labelled speech data base
of present-day German, and to connect deduced laws of diachronic sound
change with empirical phenomena in synchronic phonetic and phonologi-
cal analysis. This connection is rooted in modern phonetic theory (Kohler,
this volume, pp. 1ff; see also Kohler, Pätzold, and Simpson 1995 for the
transcription categories and conventions) and thus has explanatory power,
which the attempts of the first experimental phoneticians lacked. As a first
step, there will be a discussion of the phonetic variability that occurs in a
structure that is very similar to the one found in the English place name:
the phonetics of the wordeigentlich(‘really’) in the spontaneous speech
data base. Subsequent paragraphs will then deal with the over-all statistics
of schwa deletion, place assimilation, lenition, nasalization, lateral and
geminate reduction in the data bases of read and of spontaneous speech,
and relate the results to the demands of different stylistic levels on pho-
netic explicitness for speech communication. The two data bases used for
this paper contain 31,382 (read) and 37,437 (spontaneous) lexical items,
respectively.

The German lexical itemeigentlichrepresents the same type of open-
ing-closing sequence as the English place name. The recorded forms of its
multifarious phonetic manifestations in dialogue can be ordered into struc-
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tural patterns of articulatory dynamics. They constitute the synchronic
variability in parallel to diachronic lexicalization, and these two linguistic
data domains can be linked under the same phonetic principles of human
speech, independent of the individual language.

The canonical lexicon citation form ofeigentlichis ["PaIg@ntlIç], with
a sequence of two opening-closing gestures in the second and third syl-
lables [g@n] and [tlIç]. The word occurs 68 times in theKiel Corpus of
Spontaneous Speech, and its various phonetic realizations may be related
to the canonical form as the descriptive reference. There is not a single
occurrence of a form containing schwa. There are 9 instances with dor-
sal and velic closures for [g]; 8 of these have dorsal adjustment for the
nasal ([gN]), which in one case extends to the subsequent plosive ([k]). 56
cases have early velic lowering during the dorsal occlusion, i.e. no plo-
sive [g], but only [N], or [n], with articulator adjustment to the following
opening-closing gesture. In the remaining three instances the velic lower-
ing precedes the oral dorsal or apical occlusion, i.e. the vowel of the first
syllable is nasalized, and there is no nasal consonant.

As regards the second opening-closing gesture, the plosive may be
present as [t], or [d], with continued voicing in a short occlusion phase,
or [k], with a carry-over of the dorsal articulator, or it may be absent, due
to delayed raising of the velum in relation to the oral articulation, or, fi-
nally, it may be manifested by glottalization during velic opening (Kohler
2001). The last-mentioned phonetic exponent is another example of pro-
ductively triggered and perceptually enhanced gesture reduction: the most
elementary stoppage or reduction of oral air flow is achieved by glottal
closure or very low frequency pulsing, which is also the most economical
form since all supra-glottal configurations can stay unaltered, but at the
same time glottal stop or glottalization auditorily resemble a fortis stop.

In [lIç] a very complex articulatory sequencing is needed: [l] requires
back lateral opening and central front closure, for the remaining gesture
it is the opposite. This reversal of oral strictures, particularly whenit fol-
lows complete oral closure, demands high coordination, and is therefore
easily reduced to more homogeneous movements for the sake of articula-
tory economy. Thus the lateral gesture is removed, and the dorsal tongue
elevation, which is combined with it, is integrated into the palatalityof the
whole syllable. If the closing stricture at the end is relaxed we get an ap-
proximant of a rather high front tongue position, instead of a fricative. The
same development is found for the structure [Ilç] of the wordMilch ‘milk’
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in Bavarian dialects. A recent example from English isGeorge Dubya
["d2bj@] Bush(for . . . W. ["d2blju]. . . ).

In the production of the German wordeigentlich, the sequence of two
opening-closing movements involving two oral articulators – tonguedor-
sum and tongue tip – have to be coordinated with each other and with velic
and glottal actions. The variability in the synchronization of these five
components (number of opening-closing movements, two oral articulators,
velic action, glottal activity) leads to a multitude of phonetic variants. In
addition, laterality has to be inserted at a very specific point in the whole
articulatory sequence for a less reduced form.

The most extreme form found in the records is [aINI], where the two
successive movements have been reduced to one that is incorporated into a
global dorsal up and down gesture for the whole word, where velic lower-
ing and raising intervenes round the extreme oral stricture (extending well
into the vocoids on either side), and where modal voice is on from be-
ginning to end. A less extreme reduction is [aInI], where the apicality of
the second opening-closing unit is kept and not integrated into the global
dorsal movement.

In [aINI] the formation of a complete oral dorsal closure may be re-
laxed, leaving only nasalised vocoids instead of a nasal consonant: [a�I�I],
where vocoid nasalization now fulfils a phonological function. This form
may finally be shortened to [�a�I]. The latter two realizations have not been
found in the corpus, but are expected to have the potential of occurring.

Some of these diverging forms1 occur within the same speaker under
different contextual and prosodic conditions, such as speech rate and flu-
ency. For example, speaker MAW in g42 has rather slow [aIgNnIç] by the
side of faster [aInI], and [aINlIç] with very weak [l]. In view of this large
variability produced by the same speaker it is inconceivable from the point
of view of a mental lexicon that these forms are different lexicalizations
for this speaker which he accesses under different situational and contex-
tual conditions. These forms must refer to the same lexical item in this
speaker’s mental lexicon, with phonetic adjustments under contextual and
situational conditions, and statistical variation within the degrees of free-
dom in the synchronization of the articulatory components outlined above.

These degrees of freedom may be set at different values by different

1Graphic signal representation and speech output of someeigentlichutterances referred
to here can be found at the following URL:www.ipds.uni-kiel.de/examples.html
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(groups of) speakers and may even define different coexistent ‘canoni-
cal’ forms for the same lexical items within a speech community. Thus
for a small number of German speakers (e.g. elocutionists) the canonical
form of haben‘have’ may still be [ha:b@n], whereas for the majority it
is [ha:bm] (see 3.3), with [ha:b@n] being a reinforcement, yet for some
speakers it may even be [ha:m], with both other forms being reinforce-
ments. These (groups of) speakers then start their contextual and situa-
tional adjustments from different canonical bases. What these different
settings are we do not know, because we have pooled the variation across
the whole speaker population. We would need sufficient data of phonetic
variation in the same lexical items from individual speakers and then com-
pare their ranges of phonetic manifestation. This is certainly a task for the
future. But irrespective of this there is no denying the fact that we have to
work with phrase-level adjustment rules beside phonetic lexical represen-
tations, no matter whether we deal with individual speakers or groups of
speakers.

These phrase-level adjustment rules also have to include something
like a reduction coefficient(Kohler 1991), whose value is set by a speaker
or a group of speakers in accordance with the different demands of the
communicative situation. As the lexical itemeigentlichcan become a
modal particle, devoid of lexical meaning, this reduction coefficient can
be very high, hence the large spread and the extreme degree of reductions
found in the corpus. Given the same types and sequences of closing and
opening gestures in other lexical items and given the same linguistic status
of these items, the hypothesis is that the degree and variability of reduction
is the same across this section of the vocabulary, i.e. it is assumed that the
variation is not word-specific, but generalisable as a rule-governedprocess.
The German wordirgendwie‘somehow’ is comparable toeigentlichin re-
spect of gestural organization as well as phraseology and shows the same
variety of gesture modification in theKiel Corpus of Spontaneous Speech.
These data are, moreover, exactly parallel to the comparable Swedish lex-
ical itemnaturligtvis(‘naturally’), which ranges from [na"th0:íI�gtvi:s] via
[na"th0:ltvi:s] and [na"th0:s] to [nats]/[nas].2

The quantification of this concept of a reduction coefficient is a task
for the future. However, looking at the pooled data of a large population
and data base, even without these finer specifications, can already give

2Personal communication from Olle Engstrand.
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us important insights into phrase-level phonetics, and allow us to propose
hypotheses about phonetic patterning in speech communication, which in
turn enable us to link phonetic synchrony and diachrony.

4 Articulatory dynamics of vowels and
consonants in German

The phonetics of German “eigentlich” and of the completely parallel his-
torical sound changes in the English place name “Cholmondeley” exem-
plify a number of aspects of the dynamics of vowels and consonants in
opening and closing gestures:� schwa elision� place assimilation� lenition of plosives and fricatives� nasalization of plosives and vowels� lateral reduction� geminate reduction.

The following sections deal with each one of these in turn, on the basis of
the two large corpora from German, present the statistical data patterns in
each case, and derive conclusions for the organization of speech gestures
in human language.

4.1 Schwa elision and lenition/nasalization of plosives

Some of the phonetic patterns I have described in connection with German
eigentlichcome under the concept of lenition, which is well known from
studies on historical sound change, and refers to the weakening of fortis
to lenis plosives, of plosives to fricatives and of both to approximants, and
to their complete disappearance in certain contexts (Helgason 1996). A
special case is nasalization of plosives in nasal environments, particularly
in ‘plosive + schwa + apical nasal’ after schwa elision. All these types of
articulatory reduction exemplify the reorganization of opening and closing
movements under the principle of economy.
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4.1.1 Variability of German poststress ‘plosive + schwa + apical +
nasal’ syllables

In the poststress sequence of ‘plosive + schwa + apical nasal’, schwa eli-
sion as a prerequisite for place assimilation and nasalization is very regular
after lenis and fortis plosives in both speaking styles, but slightlyless in
read speech. Left-to-right place assimilation affecting the apical nasal af-
ter labial and dorsal plosives is also very frequent in both speaking styles,
but again somewhat less in read speech. From a gestural point of view,
the opening-closing movement in this type of articulatory structureis opti-
mally simplified if the opening is not only eliminated but the gestureis lim-
ited to one oral articulator, either the lips or the tongue dorsum; insegmen-
tal terms this implies schwa elision and place assimilation of the following
nasal. This reorganization of the opening-closing movement is restricted
to word-final schwa syllables after stress. It does not apply to prefixed
words likegenommen[g@"nOm@n] (‘taken’), benommen[b@"nOm@n] (‘be-
haved’), where the execution of an opening-closing by two articulatorsis
preserved, however much its extent may be reduced. Nor is it found when
another opening gesture follows the poststress schwa syllable in the same
word, as ineigene["aIg@n@] (‘own’, adj., inflected), where the first schwa
may get elided but the apical nasal, which starts a new opening gesture,
stays, and if assimilation does occur the assimilated (dorsal) nasal is, in
turn, still followed by an apical nasal, i.e. ["aIgNn@] with syllabic [N" ], or
even ["aINn@] with plosive nasalization (see below), where the first nasal
may or may not be syllabic. (TheKiel Corpus of Spontaneous Speech
containseigenen["aINn@n].) Thus the condition for this articulatory sim-
plification is that it applies to an integrated weak gestural unit, excluding
the beginning of a subsequent gesture within a word.

Nasalization can take gesture reduction further by equalizing velic ac-
tion across homorganic or heterorganic plosive-nasal sequences right-to-
left, i.e. to the lowered position for the nasal. In the case of concomitant
place assimilation, this completes the gestural integration. It is quite com-
mon in the lenis context, but far less so than the other processes, and it
is a great deal more common in spontaneous than in read speech. It is
rare for fortis in both speaking styles, and only occurs a little morefre-
quently for /t/, e.g. in compound ordinal numerals with unstressed-zehnten
[tse:nn] (‘-teenth’), and in unaccentedguten[gUn] (‘good (morning)’) of
greetings. The synchronization of velic opening and oral occlusion is
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more vulnerable for short durations of stop phases, either in lenis plosives
or in unaccented (function) word reductions. Nasalization is most likely
for the labial place, especially in the very frequent function wordhaben
[ha:m] ‘have’, and least likely for apical, in both speaking styles. Nasal-
ization of alveolar lenis plosives is more commonly associated with func-
tion words, i.e.werden[vE5n] (‘will’), würden[vY5n] (‘would’), worden
[vO5n] (‘(has/have) been’ (+ past part.)). Table 1 gives an overview of
schwa elision, place assimilation and plosive nasalization in ‘plosive+
schwa + apical nasal’ syllables in the two German data bases.

These data suggest that schwa-less and at the same time place-assimil-
ated forms have become the canonical lexical entries for the speaker group
as a whole; the presence of schwa is a reinforcement, typical in a more for-
mal reading style, rather than the absence being a reduction. But over and
above this we have to reckon with phrase-level processes that are, among
other things, triggered by phonetic environment and speaking style. The
inflected word-tägigen in combination with numerals, e.g.zweitägigen
(‘lasting two days’) has a sequence of two unstressed opening-closing ges-
tures [gIg] and [g@n], involving the tongue dorsum and the tongue tip,
which may, however, be conflated into a single dorsum gesture [gIgN],
whose opening phase is small and may be further reduced, resulting in
[ggN], or even in [gN] with closure shortening in phrase-internal position.
All these forms occur in the spontaneous speech corpus.

4.1.2 Nasalization and lenition of plosives in other contexts

The nasalization of plosives is not limited to the schwa syllable contexts
of 4.1.1: the German data bases also provide instances for post-nasal po-
sition, word-internally and across word boundaries. Inside words (e.g.
November [mb] > [mm], wunderbar ‘wonderful’ [nd] > [nn]), the percent-
age of nasalization of lenis plosives approaches that found in lenis-schwa-
nasal syllables. Across word boundaries it is much smaller and shows a
strong bias in unstressed function words, e.g.in die (‘in the’) [ InI]. This
reduction is practically absent in fortis plosives, due to the differenttiming
constraints of velic movement in relation to oral closing-opening gestures
in the two plosive types. Tables 2 and 3 provide overviews of nasalization
and lenition in lenis and fortis plosives, respectively, after nasals, fricatives
and vowels, word-initially across boundaries, word-medially and word-
finally, for the two German data bases. The cases of lenis nasalization
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word-initially after vowel, marked with * in Table 2, represent two struc-
tures:

(a) nasal consonant + schwa at the end of the first word in its canoni-
cal form (which determines classification as VOW), but with schwa
deleted in the existent variant form, followed by a function word
with an initial plosive, e.g.käm(e) da/bei(‘would come then/by’)
[m n/m], komm(e)/bring(e) dann(‘come/bring then’ [m/N n]),

(b) extension of nasality, which is already segmentally present, across a
whole function word, e.g.dann(‘then’) [nan], den(the’) [nen], after
another function word (wir (‘we’ ), oder (‘or’), habe(‘have’)) or by
repeating the same nasalization gesture in two successive words, e.g.
Ende des(‘end of the’) [Enn@ n@s], although the conditioning nasal
context only applies to the first.

In the nasal context, complete deletion of the lenis plosive also occurs,
albeit less frequently than nasalization, and again more frequently inside
words than across their boundaries. The occurrence of approximants for
lenis plosives, is common in the VOW context, more prominently so word-
internally3. Deletion is also possible here, but quite rare, although again
more frequent word-internally. In the fricative context, lenis plosives are
almost exclusively realised as stops in both word structures.

Fortis plosives in word-initial position are almost never reduced inany
form (nasalization, lenition (change to fricative), deletion), irrespective of
the preceding context (NAS, FRIC, VOW). Word-internally, plosivereal-
ization again predominates, but deletion after nasal does occur with some
frequency in the context before fricative or lateral, e.g.entschuldigen(‘ex-
cuse’) [n(t)S], ganz(‘completely’) [n(t)s], empfangen(‘receive’) [m(p)f];
eigentlich (‘really’) [ n(t)l], hoffentlich (‘hopefully’) [n(t)l]. It is in word-
final position after nasal or fricative that deletion is quite regular, especially
in unstressed function words, e.g.und(‘and’) [Un(t)], ist (‘is’) [ Is(t)], nicht
(‘not’) [ nIç(t)].

All the reduction processes of lenis and fortis plosives discussed in
4.1.2 are more prevalent in the spontaneous dialogues than in the read sen-
tences and texts.

3Approximants were deduced from the labelling of lenis plosives before vowels without
theh symbol for plosive release (+ aspiration).
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4.1.3 Summarizing the gestural reoganization of German plosives

Taking all the statistical data together we arrive at the following coherent
picture of trends in the reduction of opening and closing gestures involving
plosives in German:� The word-initial position is least affected, the poststress ‘plosive +

schwa + nasal’ syllable is most affected, i.e. the start of a speech
gesture at the beginning of a linguistic unit is more likely to keep
specific characteristics, whereas the final course of an unstressed
gesture is more subject to levelling and integration.� Ceteris paribus, unstressed function words show greater reduction
than content words.� Ceteris paribus, the less formal dialogue style shows more reduction
than the more formal reading style.� Thus these three external factors control the phonetic manifestation
of plosives in their phonetic contexts in such a way that gesture lev-
elling is the more extreme the lower the signalling value of words
in speech communication, be it related to word boundaries, to word
class or to speaking style; i.e. at this point articulatory economy must
be checked by the hearer’s variable demands for distinctiveness.� Fortis plosives are more resistant to reduction, except for deletion
in word-medial position after nasal and before fricative or lateral as
well as word-final after nasal or fricative.� In postnasal context as well as in ‘plosive + schwa + nasal’ syllables,
lenis plosives tend to be nasalised, in both cases combining an oral
occlusion with only one velic position, viz. the default, lowered one,
also found in breathing.� In intervocalic position lenis plosives tend to be realised as approx-
imants, and may even be deleted, often, but by no means always,
leaving a residue (symbolized by the marker-MA ), which can no
longer be segmented.
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4.2 Place assimilation in other poststress
‘schwa + apical nasal’ syllables

4.2.1 ‘nasal + schwa + apical nasal’

Opening-closing gestures into ‘schwa + apical nasal’ syllables can also
take labial or velar oral closures combined with velic opening as their point
of departure:kommen[-m@n] (‘come’), singen[-N@n] (‘sing’). The ges-
tural constellation and timing of such ‘nasal + schwa + apical nasal’ sylla-
bles parallel those of ‘plosive + schwa + apical nasal’, and the frequencies
of gesture levelling are comparable:� The curtailing of the opening (= the vertical dimension of the ges-

ture), i.e. schwa elision in segmental terms, is a very regular pattern
for both the overall occurrences and for labial and velar places of
articulation separately.� This pattern is less common in read speech.� The integration of two articulator movements into one (= the hori-
zontal dimension of the gesture), i.e. place assimilation in segmental
terms, is also very common in both speaking styles, but less so for
the velar place of articulation, and again it only occurs in association
with a single opening-closing gesture in word-final position.� As in the case of the ‘plosive + schwa + apical nasal’ syllables of
4.1.1, assimilation in nasal + schwa + apical nasal’ syllables is al-
ways left-to-right: the final nasal is not adjusted to a labial or velar
at the beginning of the following word.� The final step in gesture reduction, which affects its duration by
shortening the nasal, occurs much more rarely than either of the
other levelling processes. It is most frequent for the labial in sponta-
neous speech, but even there only applies to every second instance.

Table 4 provides an overview of the data for ‘nasal + schwa + apical nasal’
syllables.

4.2.2 ‘fricative + schwa + apical nasal’

The opening into ‘schwa + apical nasal’ gestures can also start from fortis
labial or velar fricative strictures:treffen(‘meet’) [-f@n], machen(‘make’)
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[-x@n]. The gestural constellation of such ‘fortis fricative + schwa + apical
nasal’ syllables differs from that of ‘plosive/nasal + schwa + apical nasal’
in one important respect: gesture onset and gesture offset have different
oral strictures so that levelling in the vertical domain cannot result in hold-
ing the same type of stricture, i.e. complete closure, throughout. There
is thus less internal gestural coherence, which can be expected to lead to
less uniform reduction and greater influence from neighbouring gestures.
The reduction patterns in this gestural type and the frequency distribution
across them differ quite considerably from the other two types:� The number of tokens of this pattern is far lower in both data bases

than of the other two patterns, and the velar place is underrepre-
sented in the spontaneous corpus.� Schwa elision is a little lower in the fricative pattern than in the
plosive and nasal ones.� Place assimilation is far less common in this gesture type than in the
other two.� However, by the side of left-to-right assimilation we now also find
right-to-left adjustment.machenbelongs to both categories with
word-internal left-to-right [-xN] (independent of what follows), as
well as with word-external right-to-left [-xm], e.g. beforewir [vi:5].
(The internal pattern also occurs in the same context.) Right-to-left
is rarer than left-to-right and almost absent from the read corpus.� Out of 18 cases of schwa preservation – all after [x] – in the spon-
taneous corpus, 8 have schwa nasalization instead of a nasal conso-
nant. In 4 instances of the spontaneous corpus neither an opening
into schwa nor a closing into a nasal consonant stricture are exe-
cuted: 1brauchen wir[-x m1�] , 1 machen wir[-G �v�@], 1 machen wir
[ma� vI@], 1 machen wir[m�a �v�5]. In the latter two even the dorsal
stricture is not established, and either the breathiness or the nasal-
ity, related to [x] and [n], respectively, are overlaid on the stressed
vowel.� The onset/offset stricture differences give the ‘schwa + nasal’ sylla-
ble with initial fricative greater independence of its internal compo-
nents: as a consequence, this gesture type becomes less integrated
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internally than the one with complete closure onset, and is more
readily adjusted to preceding and following gestures at the transi-
tions, hence the fricative lenition and vowel nasalization to the left
of the gesture and the place assimilation to its right.

Table 5 provides an overview of the data for ‘fortis fricative + schwa +
apical nasal’ syllables.

4.3 Right-to-left place assimilation: nasals and plosives

In 4.1.1, place assimilation of apical nasals has been found to be a very
regular pattern of ‘labial/velar plosive/nasal + schwa + apical nasal’ ges-
tures, where it occurs left-to-right in a levelling of the opening-closing
movement. The opposite direction of this adjustment applies to ‘alveolar
nasal/plosive + schwa + labial nasal’, in e.g.einem, meinem, seinem(in-
flected forms of ‘a’, ‘my’ and ‘his’), where it is also very common. In both
cases, gesture onset and offset are complete oral closures, and the opening-
closing movement between them is maximally reduced in both the vertical
and the horizontal dimension. In the latter, the labial articulator is the
dominant anchor, which determines the direction of assimilation.

There are other gestural constellations, where the sequencing of an
apical and a labial or velar oral closure is not the result of vertical gesture
levelling in schwa syllables, but where the two belong to two separate, suc-
cessive gestures. Within words we find this in cases likeeinmal (‘once’)
[nm], vereinbaren (‘arrange’) [nb], entbinden (‘release’) [ntb], at word
boundaries inside compounds in, e.g.,Rosenmontag[nm], unbedingt(‘at
all cost’) [nb],Zeitplan (‘time schedule’) [tp], and finally in the open field
of word concatenation in, e.g.,schon mal (‘already’) [nm], in Bielefeld
[nb], dann können(‘then can’) [nk], in Köln [nk], ausgezeichnet passen
(‘fits perfectly’) [tp], tut mir (leid) (‘I am sorry’) [tm].

Place assimilation in ‘schwa + nasal’ syllables, no matter whether it
works left-to-right (4.1.1, 4.2.1) or right-to-left from a labial/dorsal anchor,
operates internally in one opening-closing gesture and results in maximal
gesture integration. The frequencies of levelling in both types are very
high. All 51 occurrences of(m)einemin the spontaneous speech corpus
and all 26 of(s)einemin the read speech corpus have the assimilated form.

In all other cases, the two articulatory places span two gestures, and
there is thus lessgesture-intrinsiccohesion operating on the two artic-
ulators. Consequently, in these types, place assimilation is dependent
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on cohesionbetween gestureswith much lower frequency of occurrence.
The cohesion is expected to be greatest word-internally and least between
words. This is borne out by the data. In some cases, such aseinmal ‘once’
andunbedingt‘definitely’, speakers override the morphological structures
of stem + suffix or prefix + stem and tend towards lexicalization, taking
place assimilation even further, to a shortening of oral closures (i.e. elision
of the alveolar nasal/plosive in superficial segmental terms: [nm]> [mm]
> [m] or [nb] > [mb] > [mm] > [m]). This trend towards lexicalization of
einmal is documented by the fact that out of 27 occurrences in the spon-
taneous corpus 24 have place assimilation, 17 of which reduce to a short
bilabial nasal. Forunbedingtthe figures are 10 of 12, with one instance of
a short bilabial nasal. The cohesion in syntactic constructions increases if
at least the first word is an unstressed function word; then the data show
more frequent place assimilation.

Contrariwise, if prosodic patterns accentuate the separation of the sec-
ond gesture from the first the frequency of assimilation decreases. A late
pitch peak on the second word, often combined with a reinforced sentence
accent, acts as such a separator, even if the first word is a function word,
such as the prepositionin. If a place name, when first mentioned in an ap-
pointment scheduling scenario, is put in focus in this way the preposition
in tends not to be assimilated: the spontaneous (appointment) data of the
Kiel Corpus only provide 5 examples of assimilatedin (out of 55). One
speaker (NRA, g10a) has no assimilation in focussed late-peakin Braun-
schweig, but has assimilation in early-peakin Bielefeld, where she picks
up what has already been mentioned by saying ‘so we will see each other
in . . . ’; she also has it inin meinem Kalender(‘in my calendar’), which
does not receive this focus.

In a number of ‘in + place name’ structures in the spontaneous corpus,
either in or the place name shows disfluency in final or initial hesitation
lengthening, respectively, which, of course, interfere with the articulatory
cohesion across the word boundary, and block assimilation. It must alsobe
pointed out that the speakers in these dialogue recording sessions within
the appointment scheduling scenario had calendar sheets in front of them
which contained different entries for the two partners, such asTreffen in
Köln (‘meeting in Cologne’),Kongreß in München, Besprechung in Kiel
(‘conference in Kiel’). That means that speech production was also trig-
gered orthographically, and this may very well have decreased the cohe-
sion between preposition and place name. This interpretation of the data is
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supported by dialogue g381a, where the speaker that hadTreffen in Köln
on the calendar sheet did not make the place adjustment, whereas the other
speaker, who did not have this orthographic information, when picking up
the phrase, did assimilate.

Juxtaposition of two stressed syllables in two content words, with a
sentence accent at least on the second, functions as a strong gesture sep-
arator, as in the very frequentgut passen(‘fits well’) of the spontaneous
speech corpus, which has assimilation in 1 of 41 instances (with closure
shortening);ausgezeichnet passenwith intervening unstressed syllables
has it in 1 out of 4 cases.

Another factor of gesture separation is the manner of articulation at
the end of the first gesture: nasals are assimilated more frequently than
plosives. The conditioning phonetic type at the beginning of thesecond
gesture may be plosive, nasal or fricative in fairly equal proportion. In
cases such asund (‘and’) , sind (‘are’), entbinden, all with canonical [nt]
before a following labial or dorsal, the plosive [t] is not realised,and the
nasal [n] gets assimilated to the following place of articulation. Finally,
a decisive factor for gesture separation is a more formal speaking style as
found in reading: the frequency of place assimilation across gestures is far
lower in the read than in the spontaneous corpus.

Table 6a gives an overview of the place assimilation data in the two
corpora. They are supplemented in Table 6b by the statistics of alveolar
nasal/plosive elision in structures after non-alveolars and before labial/dors-
al PLOSIVE/NASAL/FRICATIVE, word-internally in prefix/suffix (WM)
and compound (WC) constructions as well as across word boundaries (WF).
Plosive elision also includes replacement of /t/ by glottal stop or glottal-
ization in a nasal context, e.g. inmit mir ‘with me’, hat man ‘one has’,
kommt mir ‘looks to me’. Again function words show this reduction more
frequently than content words, and it is more common in spontaneous
than in read speech. The high incidence of word-final alveolar plosives
after non-alveolar fricatives and plosives accounts for the large number
of plosive deletions before following labials and dorsals (see also 4.1.2).
In the function wordnicht [nIçt] ‘no’, final [t] elison is probably a gen-
eral context-free process. Frequent alveolar nasals in unstressed function
words (articlesden, ein(en), conjunctions/adverbsdenn, dann, schon, and
especiallyund, regularly pronounced without a final [t]) provide the large
number of [n] deletions before labials and dorsals across word boundaries.
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4.4 Modification of fricatives

Tables 7 and 8 give overviews of fricative modifications in 5 manifesta-
tion classesdeletion, deletion with residue(labelled by the general com-
ponential marker-MA ), reduction(labelled by the uncertainty marker% ),
modification(voicing change, change to breath /h/, place assimilation, and
others),fricative in 4 positions (word-finalWF, final inside compoundWC,
word-medialWM, word-initialWB, and initial inside compoundWBC) for
both the spontaneous and read speech data bases. It is at once obvious that
both fortis and lenis fricatives are quite resistant to change: in at least 94%
of cases the fricatives are not reduced in any way; the percentage is a little
higher for read than for spontaneous speech. This stability is very different
from the behaviour of plosives.

4.4.1 Place assimilation of fricatives

There is a very small proportion of place assimilations, the most frequent
being alveolar to postalveolar in postalveolar context, followed by palatal
to alveolar in the ending-igst- [Içst] (especially of ordinal numerals), often
with /t/ deletion, and in the function wordich (‘I’) before alveolar frica-
tive at the beginning of the following word. In the read speech corpus,
reinforcement of glottal /h/ to the dorsal fricative [ç] or [x] is the most
common assimilation, due to the frequent occurrence ofHause, Hamburg
after the prepositionnach[nax] (‘to’) and of gleich hier(‘right here’). In
the spontaneous speech corpus, this is also found in function wordsich
habe/hätte(‘I have/would have’), but more rarely. Apart from the last-
mentioned carry-over of dorsal frication to initial /h/, place assimilation
hardly ever affects the initial word positionWBorWBC.Place assimilation
of fricatives is thus not frequent and mainly limited to final or medial word
position in unstressed syllables and function words in both data bases.

4.4.2 Lenition of fricatives

(1) Fortis fricatives
Lenition of fortis fricatives spans a large spectrum from voicing to /h/, to
deletion with residue, to complete deletion. The postalveolar fricative is
the most stable of all in both speaking styles, showing only voicingin very
few cases, but no other form of reduction. This is complementary to it
being an anchor in place assimilation (4.4.1).
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(a) Voicing
Voicing can affect all fortis fricatives word-medially or word-finally
in unstressed syllables and function words between sonorants; it is
not very common and practically absent from word-initial position
in both data bases. In the spontaneous corpus, 50% of the word-
medial occurrences are in the ordinal numberzwanzigste(‘twen-
tieth’) [tsvantsIçst@], affecting the whole second syllable [tsIçs] >
[dzIz]. In the spontaneous speech file g117a002, speaker REK pro-
vides an example of long-term voicing (beside other fricative weak-
ening and lenis plosive nasalization): for canonical [fOn tse:n bIstsv÷lf] we find [vO�n dz��e mIz�: sv÷lf] In the read corpus, 15 instances
of medial and final voicing come from one speaker with a dialectal
feature from Hesse.

(b) Change to glottal fricative /h/
In both corpora, change to glottal fricative /h/ is noted for dorsal
fricatives medial and final in words between sonorants, especially in
function words. Among function words, alveolars are also affected
in such sequences asdas ist (‘that is’). Before initial /h/, reduction
to breath of final velar and palatal fricatives is the lenition process
parallel to the possible opposite left-to-right reinforcement process
discussed under place assimilation in 4.4.1. This reduction implies a
relaxation of the oral stricture with simultaneous glottal opening (as
it features in the fortis fricative); it is again not very frequent.

(c) Deletion without or with residue
The most common reduction of fortis fricatives is deletion without
or with residue affecting all places of articulation, except postalve-
olar, in both corpora, but more frequently in spontaneous speech.
(In the earlier labelling of the read corpus the-MA category was
not used.) Deletion with residue implies the presence of componen-
tial features superimposed on the linear segmental sequence. Even
in cases where the-MA label was not used, long articulatory com-
ponents may have been present, but were not symbolized, due to a
labelling artifact because labellers did not detect them or were not
aware of the need for an-MA marker. Linear segmental sequences
resulting from deletion labelling, as in the-igst words of Table 9,
also have to be interpreted along a scale of mutual adjustment and
articulatory transition (e.g. double articulation). In all these cases a
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return to the speech signals and to their auditory and acoustic analy-
sis is essential. The assessment of linear symbolizations in global
gestural units can predict all these intermediate realizations, but a
renewal of connection with the speech signals is required for confir-
mation. In the spontaneous data base, palatal deletion predominates,
followed in turn by velar, glottal, alveolar, labial; in the read data
base, the order is alveolar, palatal, velar, glottal, labial. The bias to-
wards palatal deletion in the former is due to the high frequency of
ordinal numbers in-igst- [Içst] in the appointment scheduling sce-
nario.

Word-initially, also inside compounds, deletion is less frequent than
in the other word positions, and it almost exclusively applies to /h/,
in both data bases. Word-finally velar and palatal deletions occur
in unstressed syllables and, predominantly, in function words, in all
segmental contexts, but with a strong bias before nasals in sponta-
neous speech. Deletions of word-final labials and alveolars (also in-
side compounds) apply to contexts before labial and (post)alveolar,
respectively, i.e. they represent geminate reductions, not limited to
unstressed syllables, whereas dorsal strictures are widened in a reor-
ganization of weak opening-closing gestures.

Word-medially, there are a small number of /h/ deletions, compara-
ble to those word-initially, and a few velar deletions, parallel to those
word-finally. The bulk of deletions in this word position relates to
the palatal stricture in obstruent clusters. In word-final [çt], the oc-
clusion for the plosive is often not formed (see 4.1.2), and the dorsal
fricative stricture widened, especially in unstressed words, e.g. the
modal particlevielleicht (‘perhaps’). Palatal fricative reduction is
most prominent before fricative in the very complex closing gesture
-igst- [Içst], mostly opening out of [s] in ordinals, or out of [st] in
günstigsten(‘most convenient’). This is far more frequent in spon-
taneous than in read speech, due, on the one hand, to the greater
number of relevant words, and, on the other hand, to the greater lev-
elling tendency of complex gestures. Another fairly large proportion
of deletions concerns the post-sonorant labial infünf undzwanzigst-
(‘twenty-fifth’) – with concomitant labial adjustment of the nasal.

(d) Variability of the “-igst-” gesture in spontaneous speech
A detailed analysis of the wide phonetic spectrum of-igst- found
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in a substantial data base can throw light on gestural reorganization
in connected speech, and will therefore be given to round off the
description of fortis fricative lenition in German. Table 9 provides
the descriptive statistics.

In all the -igst- words of the corpus, the complex gesture opens
from an apical stricture (mostly fricative) into a close front vowel.
Leaving aside the 7% of [ks] realizations, because they represent
a different word phonology independent of phonological processes
at the phrase level, the canonical form then requires a closing into
a dorsal-palatal fricative stricture, followed by, and partially inter-
twined with, a closing into an apical fricative stricture. In more than
50% of the tokens the dorsal stricture part of the opening-closing
gesture is removed, i.e. the global articulator movement between
apical onset and offset is made more homogeneous. The complex
opening-closing gesture in this unstressed syllable is thus simplified.
This may be carried further by omitting the opening into a high front
vowel position between onset and offset, and a resulting long apical-
alveolar fricative may then be shortened, only leaving [st] or [s] of
the whole gesture [sIçst] in a small number of cases. The opposite
process of reducing the apical stricture at the expense of the dor-
sal one in this global opening-closing gesture, producing [sIçt] and
[sIç], is very rare, and so are the forms [sIt] and [sI], derivable from
these by dorsal-palatal stricture widening after a high front vowel.

As regards the subsequent gesture [t@/5] or [t@n], respectively, the
complete occlusion is not established in just over 10% of tokens in
either structure. In the gesture with nasal offset, an opening into a
vowel is not performed in 99% of cases, irrespective of the presence
of [t], which is in keeping with the general realization of ‘schwa +
apical nasal’ gestures (see 4.2).

Reducing all the-igst-occurrences in the spontaneous corpus to a se-
quence of two articulatory opening-closing gestures [n/t/sIçst] and
[t@/5]/[ t@n] can derive the large spectrum of phonetic variants found
in the data on the basis of the following definitions of gesture char-
acteristics and assumptions about gesture reorganization:� Both gestures involve an apical opening movement, the first has, the
second may have an apical closing movement as well.
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fricative stricture to a complete occlusion; in the second gesture
there is either no closing movement after an opening from an api-
cal occlusion or the gesture continues into an apical closure.� In the first gesture, a second articulator, the tongue dorsum, inter-
venes in the closing phase to establish another fricative stricture
prior to, or intertwined with, the apical movement. This, together
with the more controlled stricture transition from fricative to occlu-
sion makes the first gesture very complex.� As these gestures are in unstressed syllables and are therefore exe-
cuted with reduced articulatory energy they tend to have their com-
plexities removed in various stages by decreasing the extension of
the movement as well as the number of participating articulators.� Thus the opening into a high front vowel may be eliminated between
the onset and offset fricative strictures in the first gesture, the same
applies to the opening into a central vowel between the oral occlu-
sions in the second gesture.� One of the fricative strictures may be eliminated in the first gesture;
since the apical component is part of both onset and offset it is more
likely to be kept to create a more homogeneous, and consequently
simple overall gesture.� The plosive offset of the first and onset of the second opening-closing
gesture may not be reached, irrespective of whether the second ges-
ture ends in a vocalic or a nasal position.� The most extreme gesture reductions possible under these constel-
lations are found invierundzwanzigsten nehmen(‘take the 24th’)
["fi:5n�svans �ne:m] (speaker BAC in file g145a013), with a speed-
ing up in a repair after a false start, and insechsundzwanzigster,
siebenundzwanzigster(‘26th, 27th’) ["zEks�U�svansI5 "zi:m�sv�as:th5]
(speaker ARK in file g372a007). In the latter example, there is no
prosodic break between the two dates, the first is spoken faster, and
the second gets a reinforced sentence accent with a late pitch peak.
This prosodic difference accounts for the greater degree of reduction
in the first item.
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(2) Lenis fricatives
Lenis fricatives are only rarely modified in either speaking style, slightly
more in spontaneous speech, but less so than fortis fricatives. The most
common assimilations are devoicing word-initially after fortis obstruents,
in both corpora, and nasalization of word-initial /v/ after nasals, especially
in unstressed function words, in the spontaneous data base. Deletion with-
out and with residue is almost entirely restricted to spontaneous speech
and affects� intersonorant /z/ in unstressed syllables, particularly in function words� /v/ after word-initial /ts/� word-initial /v/, mostly in unstressed function words after nasal: a

further degree of reduction beyond nasal assimilation� word-initial /j/, especially after /s/ and vowels� initial /z/ in unstressedSie(‘you’ , polite) after nasal.

Deletion of intervocalic /z/ is a case of levelling a closing-opening api-
cal gesture in a weak articulatory setting, proceeding via stricture widening
to complete gestural integration, which in segmental terms, is labelled as
deletion. In the same way, a palatal gesture for /j/ is reduced intervocali-
cally. /lz/ constitutes a complete reversal of central/lateral closure/opening
in sequence, which may be simplified to one widened central stricture,
integrated into the global vowel-to-vowel gesture. /v/ and /j/ after /s/ pro-
ceed via labiodentalization and palatalization to complete elimination of
the labial or dorsal articulator from the main apical gesture.

The integration of initial /v/ and /z/ into preceding nasal gestures in the
unstressed function wordswir andSieis, on the one hand, again triggered
by a phonetic process of stricture levelling in low-energy articulatory ges-
tures, and is, on the other hand, controlled by cliticization of pronominal
forms, i.e. their morphological fusion in postposition with inflected verb
forms, all the more so if they are function words as well.haben wir(‘we
have’) [ham5], sind wir (‘we are’) [zIm5], lassen Sie uns(‘let’s’) [ lasniUns] or [las�I�Us] have thus become new paradigmatic forms.
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4.5 Lateral reduction

Lateral strictures are very special articulatory configurations in basically
central opening-closing gestures and therefore tend to be adjusted to the
dominant central stricture dynamics when certain conditions are met. The
gestural integration of lateral strictures into central movements follows a
reduction scale from fulllateral via reduction(labelled by the uncertainty
marker% ) anddeletion with residue(labelled by the general componential
marker-MA ) to completedeletion, or, in a few cases, tocentral occlusion.
Tables 10 – 12 give overviews of lateral modifications in these 5 mani-
festation classes. The data show the following trends of lateral stricture
reorganization:� In spontaneous speech, reduction and deletion with and without resi-

due are considerably more frequent in unstressed than in stressed
syllables, i.e. in low-energy gestures, although the distribution of
laterals across these syllable types is the reverse. They are also
more frequent in function than in content words, although, again,
the distribution of laterals across these word types is the reverse.
The two phenomena converge since function words are, by default,
unstressed and therefore subsumed under unstressed syllables.� In spontaneous speech, reduction and deletion with and without resi-
due are also considerably more frequent in final (postvocalic) than
in medial (intervocalic) or initial (prevocalic) position, although the
distribution of laterals across the 3 positions does not single outfi-
nal. It is thus the closing part of a gesture where laterals are most
commonly reduced. In unstressed syllables, and especially in func-
tion words, this closing movement is of particularly low articulatory
energy.� Deletion is of much lower frequency in read speech (deletion with
residue was not labelled in this corpus), but again more common in
unstressed syllables and final position. Reduction is comparable in
both speaking styles.� In a few cases in both speaking styles, the lateral is replaced by a
simpler complete oral closure in a variety of contexts, especially be-
fore a high vowel, where side tongue-palate contact is required and
transition from lateral opening entails a complete gestural reversal.
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fore I-vowels than before the others, no doubt due to the more com-
plex transition between tongue configurations for lateral and high
vowel. Syllable-final deletion and reduction, on the other hand, are
considerably less frequent after I-vowels, which is probably linked
to the high incidence of function words with open vowels before
syllable-final lateral, e.g. “mal”, “also”. No such clear pattern emer-
ges from the read corpus and its much smaller number of lateral
reductions.

4.6 Vowel nasalization combined with nasal consonant
elision

A nasal consonant leads to a long articulatory component of nasalization
across neighbouring sonorants, and its oral occlusion may be weakened
resulting in turn in nasalised vocoids contrasting with oral ones. Table 13
provides the statistics of such gestural levelling in the German data bases.
Nasal consonant deletion, in conjunction with vocoid nasalization becom-
ing distinctive, occurs with much greater frequency in spontaneous than in
read speech, and it is also proportionally more frequent in function than
in content words of read speech. Cases includeuns(‘us’), dann(‘then’),
schon(‘already’), in (‘in’), vom (‘of’), kann (‘can’), eine (‘a’), Montag
(‘Monday’), and, as an extreme reduction of a ‘plosive + schwa + nasal’
syllable,morgen (vormittag)(‘tomorrow (morning))’ [m�O] in the read cor-
pus.

4.7 Geminate reduction

When the onset of an oral opening and the offset of a preceding oral closing
gesture have the same articulatory configuration we have the case of gem-
inates, whose timing, given certain conditions, may be changed in such
a way that the onset of the opening gesture at the same time constitutes
the offset of the closing gesture. In segmental terms this means reduction
to a singleton that keeps the opening features of the second gesture (e.g.
VOT). Homorganic plosive and homorganic fricative sequences that differ
as fortis + lenis or unvoiced + voiced are also treated as geminates in the
German data bases and follow this pattern of reduction to gesture opening.
Tables 14 and 15 give overviews of geminate totals and of their reduc-
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tion frequencies across word boundaries of the 4 possible combinationsof
function and content word (also inside compounds for cw + cw). Over and
above these word positions the conditioning factors are (1) closingfrom
a vowel or another consonant (cluster) into the geminate, or (2) combina-
tions of stressed/unstressed in the two syllables the geminate belongs to.
The data show the following trends of geminate reorganization:� Geminate reduction is far more frequent, in both speaking styles,

when the geminate is part of a consonant cluster than when it follows
a vowel, i.e., the greater the articulatory complexity of the gesture
sequence the greater the probability of its reduction.� When the second word is a function word the probability of reduc-
tion is higher than when it is a content word, again in both speaking
styles. The frequency is particularly high in consonant clusters for
fw + fw. fw + cw also have frequent reduction in clusters. Low
energy in the articulation of function words, especially in second
position, is no doubt responsible for this gesture reduction. When
this low energy factor combines with the factor of articulatory com-
plexity the probability of reduction rises even more.� Inside compounds, geminate reduction is proportionally more fre-
quent than across separate cw + cw, in both speaking styles, particu-
larly in clusters. This shows the working of a cohesion factor, which
is greater in compounds (cp. also the cohesion condition in place
assimilation in 4.3).� The frequency of geminate reduction is highest when both abutting
syllables are unstressed, followed in turn by str/ustr, ustr/str,str/str,
in both speaking styles. This highlights the articulatory energy factor
in unstressed syllables even more than the findings in connection
with function words. As with combinations of cw and fw, str shows
greater cohesion with ustr than the reverse.� There are no differences in distribution patterns and frequencies of
reduction in the two speaking styles.
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5 Conclusion

A large part of present-day phonetic analysis has to do with phonetic sub-
stantiation of phonological structures, especially those represented by lin-
ear segmental phonemes in word citation forms. This means that word
phonology and its phonetic exponents are the focus of attention and the
analyis of lab speech in the form of words in isolation or embedded in met-
alinguistic sentences or even of nonsense words is the dominant research
paradigm.

The investigation of the phonetics in real acts of speech communica-
tion is still very much on the periphery of phonetic research activity and
goals. When connected speech in text reading and, more rarely, in sponta-
neous dialogue is tackled, the phonetic word forms recorded are projected
onto the phonemic representations of canonical forms and interpreted with
reference to them. The data description then produces classifications of
discrete linear phoneme changes, deletions and insertions, and of similar
segment-related allophonic modifications.

In this paper, I have followed a paradigm that takes symbolic represen-
tations of a segmental phonemic nature only as a heuristic tool for process-
ing and systematically accessing large data bases (Kohler 1996; Kohler,
this volume, p. 1ff). When variant word forms are thus grouped round
canonical lexical entries the relationship of these satellites is no longer
seen in terms of individual phonemic and allophonic correspondences, but
as more global and more extended articulatory patterns in which the spe-
cific phonemes and allophones are closely integrated. These patterns are
motivated by general hypotheses about sequences of opening and clos-
ing gestures in the production of words in utterances under the controlof
global articulatory strategies. Rather than chaining linear sounds in words,
these strategies regulate the extension of opening and closing gestures, the
participating articulators, and their timing. This control operates in ac-
cordance with gesture-internal conditions, including the required energy
expenditure, and with external demands set by the language, the listener
and the communicative situation. Such hypotheses subsume assumptions
about speech production and perception in human speech communication
generally, and specific assumptions about speech in individual languages.
Reduction, nasalization and elision of vowels, lenition, place assimilation
and nasalization of plosives, lateral and geminate reduction, all in specific
gestural settings, can be assumed to be general features of human speech
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communication. They are controlled by the speaker’s drive to reduce effort
and by the listener’s variable demands on signal distinctiveness for mes-
sage transmission in different communicative situations. Their language-
related statistical manifestation is governed by specific reduction coeffi-
cients that are set by the particular linguistic community, in relation to such
factors as word boundaries, word class, prosodic, syntactic and semantic
structures, and speaking style.

An important distinction must be maintained between phonetic lex-
icalization, on the one hand, and phrase-level phonetic variation under
contextual and situational conditions with varying degrees of freedom,on
the other. In this phrase-level variation, articulatory economy in homoge-
neous patterns plays a large role. What is phonetic lexicalization today is
the result of phrase-level processes in a historical perspective (Passy 1890,
Rousselot 1891). This way synchronic variation enters into diachronic
change, and both are related to the same phonetic driving forces. Syn-
chronic and diachronic studies thus reinforce each other and reciprocally
and collectively increase our insight into how speech and language work
in everyday communication. What we need in future research is the analy-
sis of phrase-level phonetics for a great spread of diverse languages in
order to empirically test the claims made about the general dynamic pat-
terns of human sound production in speech communication. In the spiritof
the Neogrammarians, and against structuralist over-emphasis of language-
specific phonemic systems, we can then reinstate cross-language analyses
of phonetic parameters as primary elements of speech communication in
synchrony and diachrony (Ohala 1993).
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6 Tables

Table 1
Absolute frequencies of German final ‘plosive + schwa + apical nasal’

syllables and their subdivisions into lenis/fortis and 3 places of articulation
as well as into f(unction)w(ords) and c(ontent)w(ords); relative frequen-
cies of (a) schwa elision (-@) in each of these classes, (b) place assimila-
tion in the non-alveolar cases of (a), and (c) nasalization in (a); separate
for spontaneous and read speech; – refers to ‘not applicable’

spontaneous speech
total, abs. -@ % ass % nasal %

lenis 1309 98.5 95.0 38.9
fw 224 99.6 98.8 55.8
cw 1085 98.3 94.2 35.3

/b/ 361 99.7 96.4 51.1
fw 154 100.0 98.7 70.1
cw 207 99.5 94.7 36.9

/d/ 250 95.6 – 16.3
fw 52 98.1 – 27.5
cw 198 94.9 – 13.3

/g/ 698 99.0 94.2 40.4
fw 18 100.0 100.0 16.7
cw 680 99.0 94.1 41.0

fortis 2030 98.7 90.0 6.9
fw 275 99.6 0.0 3.6
cw 1755 98.5 90.0 7.4

/p/ 5 100.0 100.0 0.0
fw 0 – – –
cw 5 100.0 100.0 0.0

/t/ 1989 98.7 – 7.0
fw 275 99.6 – 3.6
cw 1714 98.5 – 7.6

/k/ 36 97.2 88.6 0.0
fw 0 – – –
cw 36 97.2 88.6 0.0
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read speech
total, abs. -@ % ass % nasal %

lenis 1632 95.8 93.5 11.8
fw 262 99.2 93.2 8.4
cw 1370 95.1 93.6 12.4

/b/ 449 97.1 90.8 14.0
fw 69 97.1 97.0 13.4
cw 380 97.1 89.7 14.1

/d/ 422 91.2 – 8.1
fw 114 100.0 – 4.4
cw 308 88.0 – 9.6

/g/ 761 97.5 95.2 12.4
fw 79 100.0 89.9 10.1
cw 682 97.2 95.8 12.7

fortis 742 95.3 77.5 4.7
fw 40 100.0 0.0 5.0
cw 702 95.0 77.5 4.6

/p/ 14 78.6 100.0 0.0
fw 0 – – –
cw 14 78.6 100.0 0.0

/t/ 643 97.5 – 5.1
fw 40 100.0 – 5.0
cw 603 97.3 – 5.1

/k/ 85 81.2 73.9 1.4
fw 0 – – –
cw 85 81.2 73.9 1.4
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Table 2
Absolute frequencies of app(roximant), del(etion), nas(alization), plos-

(ive) for the lenis category after NAS(al), FRIC(ative), VOW(el) at initial
W(ord)B(oundary) or W(ord)M(edial), in c(ontent)w(ord) or f(unction)
w(ord), outside word-final ‘plosive + schwa + apical nasal’ syllables;rela-
tive frequencies of realizations within each of the totals; separate for Ger-
man spontaneous and read speech; – refers to non-existent structure;� see
text in 4.1.2.

spontaneous speech
WB WM

NAS FRIC VOW NAS FRIC VOW
total 1666 1412 2437 586 8 2482

fw 861 773 1498 – – 1071
cw 805 639 939 586 8 1411

app 131 70 566 79 0 1253
% 7.9 5.0 23.2 13.5 0 50.5
fw 80 60 405 – – 559
% 9.3 8.1 27.0 – – 52.2

cw 51 10 161 79 0 694
% 6.3 1.6 17.1 13.5 0 49.2

del 35 6 29 58 1 76
% 2.1 0.4 1.2 9.9 12.5 3.1
fw 28 6 28 – – 39
% 3.2 0.4 1.9 – – 3.6

cw 7 0 1 58 1 37
% 0.9 0 0.1 9.9 12.5 2.6

nas 265 – 14� 253 – 7
% 15.9 – 0.6 43.2 – 0.3
fw 223 – 13� – – 0
% 25.9 – 0.9 – – 0

cw 42 – 1� 258 – 7
% 5.2 – 0.1 43.2 – 0.3

plos 1235 1336 1828 196 7 1146
% 74.1 94.6 75.0 33.4 87.5 46.2
fw 530 707 1052 – – 473
% 61.6 91.5 70.2 – – 44.2

cw 705 629 776 196 7 673
% 87.6 98.4 82.6 33.4 87.5 47.7
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read speech
WB WM

NAS FRIC VOW NAS FRIC VOW
read
total 1259 1199 1472 833 207 1730

fw 349 511 516 – – 406
cw 910 688 956 833 207 1324

app 80 17 220 90 15 695
% 6.4 1.4 14.9 10.8 7.2 40.2
fw 27 6 125 – – 233
% 7.7 1.2 24.2 – – 57.4

cw 53 11 95 90 15 462
% 5.8 1.6 9.9 10.8 7.2 34.9

del 77 1 5 179 0 8
% 6.1 0.2 0.3 21.5 0 0.5
fw 14 0 5 – – 4
% 4.0 0.0 1.0 – – 1.0

cw 63 1 0 179 0 4
% 6.9 0.1 0 21.5 0 0.3

nas 66 – 3� 227 – 1
% 5.2 – 0.2 27.3 – 0.1
fw 61 – 2� – – 0
% 17.5 – 0.4 – – 0

cw 5 – 1� 227 – 1
% 0.5 – 0.1 27.3 – 0.1

plos 1036 1181 1244 337 192 1026
% 82.3 98.5 84.5 40.5 92.8 59.3
fw 247 505 384 – – 169
% 70.8 98.8 74.4 – – 41.6

cw 789 676 860 337 192 857
% 86.7 98.3 90.0 40.5 92.8 64.7
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Table 3
Absolute frequencies of del(etion), nas(alization), len(ition), plos(ive)

for the fortis category after NAS(al), FRIC(ative), VOW(el) at initialW(ord)
B(oundary), W(ord)M(edial), W(ord)F(inal), in c(ontent)w(ord)or f(unc-
tion)w(ord), outside word-final ‘plosive + schwa + apical nasal’ syllables;
relative frequencies of realizations within each of the totals; separate for
German spontaneous and read speech; – refers to non-existent structure

spontaneous speech
WB WM WF

NAS FRIC VOW NAS FRIC VOW NAS FRIC VOW
total 923 646 852 1617 1764 2531 985 1896 2619

fw 172 294 210 143 48 93 810 860 395
cw 751 352 642 1474 1716 2438 175 1036 2224
del 27 44 12 229 81 42 490 944 237
% 2.9 6.8 1.4 14.2 4.6 1.7 49.7 49.8 9.0
fw 6 29 0 2 0 0 446 688 50
% 3.5 9.9 0 1.4 0 0 55.1 80.0 12.7

cw 21 15 12 227 81 42 44 256 187
% 2.8 4.3 1.9 15.4 4.7 1.7 25.1 24.7 8.4

nas 0 – – 4 0 3 0 0 4
% 0 – – 0.2 0 0.1 0 0 0.2
fw 0 – – 1 0 0 0 0 3
% 0 – – 0.7 0 0 0 0 0.8

cw 0 – – 3 0 3 0 0 1
% 0 – – 0.2 0 0.1 0 0 0

len 1 4 1 66 95 93 7 19 573
% 0.1 0.6 0.1 4.1 5.4 3.7 0.7 1.0 21.9
fw 0 3 0 16 4 10 6 6 13
% 0 1.0 0 11.2 8.3 10.8 0.7 0.7 3.3

cw 1 1 1 50 91 83 1 13 560
% 0.1 0.3 0.2 3.4 5.3 3.4 0.6 1.3 25.2

plos 895 598 839 1318 1588 2393 488 933 1805
% 97.0 92.6 98.5 81.5 90.0 94.5 49.5 49.2 68.9
fw 166 262 210 124 44 83 358 166 329
% 96.5 89.1 100 86.7 91.7 89.2 44.2 19.3 83.3

cw 729 336 629 1194 1544 2310 130 767 1476
% 97.0 95.4 98.0 81.0 90.0 94.7 74.3 74.0 66.4
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read speech
WB WM WF

NAS FRIC VOW NAS FRIC VOW NAS FRIC VOW
total 742 379 1042 1061 1930 3183 1203 1603 2930

fw 105 79 71 32 313 64 622 574 343
cw 637 300 971 1029 1617 3119 581 1029 2587

del 22 18 9 219 48 8 448 442 250
% 3.0 4.7 0.9 20.6 2.5 0.3 37.2 27.6 8.5
fw 3 11 0 1 5 0 333 247 102
% 2.9 13.9 0 3.1 1.6 0 53.5 43.0 29.7

cw 19 7 9 218 43 8 115 195 148
% 3.0 2.3 0.9 21.2 2.7 0.3 19.8 19.0 5.7

nas 0 - - 1 0 0 0 0 1
% 0 – – 0.1 0 0 0 0 0
fw 0 – – 0 0 0 0 0 0
% 0 – – 0 0 0 0 0 0

cw 0 – – 1 0 0 0 0 1
% 0 – – 0.1 0 0 0 0 0

len 0 2 3 13 43 73 48 13 129
% 0 0.5 0.3 1.2 2.2 2.3 4.0 0.8 4.4
fw 0 1 0 2 21 3 40 4 17
% 0 1.3 0 6.3 6.7 4.7 6.4 0.7 5.0

cw 0 1 3 11 22 70 8 9 112
% 0 0.3 0.3 1.1 1.4 2.2 1.4 0.9 4.3

plos 720 359 1030 828 1839 3102 707 1148 2550
% 97.0 94.7 98.8 78.0 95.3 97.5 58.8 71.6 87.0
fw 102 67 71 29 287 61 249 323 224
% 97.1 84.8 100 90.6 91.7 95.3 40.0 56.3 65.3

cw 618 292 959 799 1552 3041 458 825 2326
% 97.0 97.3 98.8 77.6 95.9 97.5 78.8 80.2 90.0
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Table 4
Absolute frequencies of German final ‘nasal + schwa + apical nasal’

syllables and their subdivisions into labial and velar place of articulation;
absolute and relative frequencies of (a) schwa elision, (b) place assimila-
tion in (a), and (c) deletion of second nasal in (b); separate for spontaneous
and read speech

spontaneous speech
total -@ ass nasdel

nasal 301 282 270 111
% 100 93.7 95.7 41.1

/m/ 240 229 221 100
% 100 95.4 96.5 45.2

/N/ 61 53 49 11
% 100 86.9 92.5 22.4

read speech
total -@ ass nasdel

nasal 283 176 160 25
% 100 62.2 90.9 15.6

/m/ 179 112 101 21
% 100 62.6 90.2 20.8

/N/ 104 64 59 4
% 100 61.5 92.2 6.8
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Table 5
Absolute frequencies of German final ‘fortis fricative + schwa + api-

cal nasal’ syllables and their subdivisions into labial and velar place of
articulation; absolute and relative frequencies of (a) schwa elision, (b) left-
to-right place assimilation in (a), (c) right-to-left place assimilation in (a);
separate for spontaneous and read speech

spontaneous speech
total -@ lrass rlass

fric 98 80 23 34
% 100 81.6 28.8 42.5

/f/ 8 8 3 1
% 100 100 37.5 12.5

/x/ 90 72 20 33
% 100 80 27.8 45.8

read speech
total -@ lrass rlass

fric 60 51 3 13
% 100.0 85.0 5.9 25.5

/f/ 24 24 0 10
% 100 100 0 41.7

/x/ 36 27 3 3
% 100 75.0 11.1 11.1
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Table 6a
Absolute and relative frequencies of totals and subdivisions in German

‘apical nasal/plosive + (schwa +) labial/velar NASal/PLOSive/FRICative’
structures and their right-to-left place assimilations (totala – totalass, nasa
– nasal ass, plosa – plosive ass); W(ord)M(edial), W(ord-final in)C(om-
pound) and W(ord)F(inal), in c(ontent)w(ord) or f(unction)w(ord); WM is
subdivided into single gestures – [n@m], “mit’m” (1), and two gestures (2);
separate for spontaneous and read speech

spontaneous speech
total totala nas nasa plos plosa

overal 4348 732 3013 700 1335 32
% 16.8 23.2 2.4

WM 659 289 425 288 234 1
% 43.9 67.8 0.4
(1) 52 52 51 51 1 1
% 100 100 100
(2) 607 237 374 237 233 0
% 39.0 63.4 0

WC 369 35 279 34 90 1
% 9.5 12.2 1.1

WF 3320 408 2309 378 1011 30
% 12.3 16.4 3.0
fw 1985 319 1524 316 461 3
% 16.1 20.7 0.7
cw 1335 89 785 62 550 27
% 6.7 7.9 4.9

PLOS 1324 204 916 197 408 7
% 15.4 21.5 1.7

NAS 742 135 428 112 314 23
% 18.2 26.2 7.3

FRIC 2282 393 1669 391 613 2
% 17.2 23.4 0.3
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read speech
total totala nas nasa plos plosa

overal 3684 276 2175 256 1509 20
% 7.5 11.8 1.3

WM 369 51 216 51 153 0
% 13.8 23.6 0
(1) 26 26 26 26 0 0
% 100 100 0
(2) 343 25 190 25 153 0
% 7.3 13.2 0

WC 421 57 228 57 193 0
% 13.5 25.0 0

WF 2894 168 1731 148 1163 20
% 5.8 8.5 1.7
fw 1427 120 983 114 444 6
% 8.4 11.6 1.4
cw 1467 48 748 34 719 14
% 3.3 4.5 1.9

PLOS 1585 204 1030 199 555 5
% 12.9 19.3 0.9

NAS 679 46 397 36 282 10
% 6.8 9.1 3.5

FRIC 1420 26 748 21 672 5
% 1.8 2.8 0.7
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Table 6b
Absolute and relative frequencies of alveolar nasal/plosive deletion

(nasd/plosd), as well as their totals (totald), after non-alveolars in the right-
to-left place assimilation structures of table 6a; the relative frequenciesof
deletions are based on the same total, nas, plos as in table 6a

spontaneous speech read speech
totald nasd plosd totald nasd plosd

overal 252 113 139 100 27 73
59 ‘nicht’ 27 ‘nicht’

% 5.8 3.8 10.4 2.7 1.2 4.8
WM 29 28 1 3 2 1

% 4.4 6.6 0.4 0.8 0.9 0.7
WC 26 4 22 3 1 2

% 7.0 1.4 24.4 0.7 0.4 1.0
WF 197 81 116 94 24 70

% 5.9 3.5 11.5 3.2 1.4 6.0
fw 145 72 73 55 21 34
% 7.3 4.7 15.8 3.9 2.1 7.7
cw 52 9 43 39 3 36
% 3.9 1.1 7.8 2.7 0.4 5.0

PLOS 52 11 41 47 2 45
% 4.5 1.2 10.0 3.0 0.2 8.1

NAS 97 54 43 35 18 17
% 13.1 12.6 13.7 5.2 4.5 6.0

FRIC 103 48 55 18 7 11
% 4.5 2.9 9.0 1.3 0.9 1.6
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Table 7
Absolute and relative frequencies of the 5 manifestations of German

fortis and lenis fricatives:
(1) del(etion), (2) del(etion with)res(idue), (3) mod(ification): breath /h/,
voic(e), placeass(imilation), oth(ers), (4) red(uced), (5) fric(ative);(1)–(3)
related to origin and target articulations: lab(ial), alv(eolar), p(ost)alv(eolar),
palat(al), vel(ar), glot(tal); separate for spontaneous and read speech

spontaneous speech
fort fort % len len %

del 457 2.0 47 0.5
_lab 57 12.5 23 48.9
_alv 76 16.7 8 17.0
_palv 0 0.0 0 0.0
_palat 213 46.8 16 34.1
_vel 70 15.4 0
_glot 41 8.6 0

delres 301 1.3 50 0.5
_lab 3 1.0 26 52.0
_alv 8 2.6 11 22.0
_palv 0 0.0 0 0.0
_palat 162 53.5 13 26.0
_vel 66 21.8 0 0.0
_glot 62 21.1 0 0.0

red 128 0.6 128 1.4
mod 393 1.7 103 1.1

_.�_breath 132 0.6 4 0.0
_lab_ 1 0.8 3
_alv_ 0 0.0 0
_palv_ 0 0.0 0
_palat_ 14 10.6 1
_vel_ 117 88.6 0

_voic 116 0.5 39 0.4
incl. /x-r/
“auch immer”

_oth 44 0.2 57 0.6
especially /ç-k/
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_placeass 101 0.4 3 0.0
_.�_lab 15 14.9 0 0.0

_alv_ 1
_palat_ 6
_vel_ 8

_.�_alv 27 26.7 2 66.7
_lab_ 7 2
_palv_ 0
_palat_ 20

_.�_palv 53 52.5 1 33.3
_alv_ 48
_palat_ 5 1

_.�_dors 6 5.9 0 0.0
_lab_ 0
_glot_ 6

fric 21337 94.4 8992 96.5
TOTAL 22616 9320

read speech
fort fort % len len %

del 141 0.7 2 0.0
_lab 4 2.8 2 100.0
_alv 46 32.6 0 0.0
_palv 0.0 0 0.0
_palat 35 24.8 0 0.0
_vel 29 20.6 0 0.0
_glot 27 19.2 0 0.0

delres - - - -
_lab - - - -
_alv - - - -
_palv - - - -
_palat - - - -
_vel - - - -
_glot - - - -

red 139 0.7 111 1.9
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mod 202 1.0 34 0.6
_.�_breath 37 0.2 0 0.0

_lab_ 0 0.0
_alv_ 1 2.7
_palv_ 0 0.0
_palat_ 36 97.3
_vel_ 0 0.0

_voic 47 0.2 29 85.3

_oth 52 0.3 5 14.7

_placeass 66 0.3 0 0.0
_.�_lab 0 0.0 0 0.0

_alv_
_palat_
_vel_

_.�_alv 7 10.6 0 0.0
_lab_ 1
_palv_ 2
_palat_ 4

_.�_palv 11 16.7 0 0.0
_alv_ 9
_palat_ 2

_.�_dors 48 72.7 0 0.0
_lab_ 1
_glot_ 47

fric 18962 97.5 5649 97.5
TOTAL 19444 5796
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Table 8
Absolute frequencies of German fortis and lenis fricatives in the re-

duction classes del(etion), del(etion with)res(idue), mod(ification) atword
positions W(ord)F(inal), W(ord)F(inal in)C(ompound), W(ord)M(edial),
W(ord-initial at)B(oundary), W(ord-initial at)B(oundary in)C(ompound),
further subdivided by place of articulation and the modification categories
voic(e), breath /h/, placeass(imilation) and oth(ers); relative frequenciesof
each of the 3 reduction types in the 5 (fortis) or 3 (lenis) word positions;
separate for spontaneous and read speech. Figures do not always add up
to those in bold as only more frequent realizations in each category are
included.

spontaneous fortis
total_WF 7349 total_WM 10281 total_WB 3960
total_WC 420 total_WBC 606

del_WF 108 % 1.5
vel 67 61 fw: “auch”, “noch”, “doch” , 33 before

nasal; “Mittwoch”, “ach (so)”, “einfach”
palat 24 16 fw: “ich”; 5 “-li ch”, 3 “-i g”
alv 16 7 fw: “bis”, “das”, “dieses”
lab 1 “auf fünfzehn”

_WC 29 % 6.9
alv 27 before fricative: “Arbeitssitzung”, “Univer-

sitätsstädte”
_WM 281 % 2.7

palat 147 before fricative: “-igst-”
lab, glot 57 before vowel: 51 /f/ “fünf undzwanzigst-”, 3 /h/
alv, palat 14 before plosive /t/, which is also deleted:

“-igst-”,“viellei cht”
_WB 27 % 0.7

glot 24 /h/ – 14 fw: “habe”, “hat” etc., 10 cw:
“Herr”, “hier”, “Hause”, “höchsten”

_WBC 12 % 2.0
glot, lab 11 /h/: “vorher”, “Wiederhören”; 1 “kurz-

f ristig” (labialization)
delres_WF 84 % 1.1

vel 49 36 fw: “auch”, “noch”, “doch”, 19 before
nasal; 13 cw as for del

palat 29 25 fw: “ich”, “mi ch”, “sich”; 2 “-li ch”, 2 “-i g”
alv 6 5 fw: “das”, “es”;
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_WC 4 % 1.0
vel “nachher”, “nachmittag(s)”

_WM 152 % 1.5
palat 106 before fricative: “-igst-”
vel 9 5 “machen”, 3 “brauchen”, 1 “besprochen”,
glot 4 “überhaupt”, “verhindert”, “deshalb”, “Gele-

genheit”
alv,
palat

14 before plosive /t/, which is also deleted:
1 “-igst-”, 13 “vielleicht”

_WB 57 % 1.4
glot,
lab

57 /h/, “es vielleicht”, “das Vorbereitungs-
treffen”

_WBC 4 % 0.7
glot,
lab

3 /h/: “vorher”, “vorhin”; 1 “kurzf ristig” (labi-
alization)

mod_WF 172 % 2.3
voic 43 30 fw (+vowel, mostly 2nd fw): “muß ich”,

“das ist”, “daß ich”, “was ist”, “es ist”, “auch
immer”
9 fw (+non-vowel, often 2nd fw): “daß Sie”,
“eswäre”, “ich würde”, “bisWeihnachten”

breath 77 62 fw: 57 “auch”, “noch”, “doch”, 5 “i ch”
placeass 44 32 fw:vel/palat_lab “auch”, “i ch”, alv_palv

“es”, “was”, palat_alv “ich sehe/sage”
oth 8

_WC 19 % 4.5
breath 11 “nachher”, “nachmittag(s)”
placeass 8alv_palv: “Universitätsstädte”, “Automobil-

ausstellung”
_WM 186 % 1.8

voic 70 34 “zwanzigste”, 14 fw: “das/was ist” (with-
out /t/), “ich nicht” (without /t/); “zwischen”,
“müssen”

breath 43 36vel: “-woch-”, “machen”, “Sachen”
placeass 39 11alv_palv: “i st ja/schon/schlecht” (without

/t/), 1 “jetzt schon”; 18 _alv: 15palat_ “-i gst-”,
“bißchen”; 3 lab_

oth 34 “-igst-” /ç-k/
_WB 14 % 0.4

glot, lab 5 /h-ç/ “hier”, “ich habe/hätte”; 3 /f-s/ “bis/ist
Fr-/v-”; /f-v/ “ von/m”

_WBC 2 % 0.3
glot, lab /h-x/ “nachher”, /f-v/ “einverstanden”
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read fortis
total_WF 5425 total_WM 7993 total_WB 4864
total_WC 545 total_WBC 617

del_WF 72 % 1.3
vel 28 fw: “auch”, “noch”, “doch”, “nach”, 3 before

nasal
palat 14 9 fw: “ich”, “mi ch”; 5 “-i g”, 4 before nasal
alv 29 13 fw, 16 cw, all /s/ vor /$S/

_WC 9 % 1.7
alv, vel 5 “-tszeit”; “Großstadt”, “Umgehungsstraße”,

“nachmittags”
_WM 37 % 0.5

palat 17 before fricative: “-igst-”, “nächste”, “mög-
lichst”

glot 7 /h/
alv, palat 13 “jetzt sitzen/suche” (ohne /t/), “einst stritten”

(ohne /t/), “möglichst spät” (whole cluster
deleted), “rücksichtslos” /ç-:t(-:)/ , (“-chtsl-”
without /l/)

_WB 15 % 0.3
glot, lab 12 /h/ – 4 fw: “haben”, “hat”, 3 /f/: “es/wär’s

f rüher”, “abendsvon” (labialization)
_WBC 8 % 1.3

/h/: “Bahnhof”, “Haushalt”
mod_WF 97 % 1.8

voic 20 19 fw (+vowel, nasal, mostly 2nd fw): “muß
ich”, “das ist”, “darf ich”, “was/welches ist”,
“eseinen”, “sich eine”, “mußnach”

breath 31 30 fw: “auch”, “noch”, “nach”, “das ist”
placeass 6palat/alv_palv “i ch spüre”, “unsstärken”, “als

Spott”, “sechsSpiele”
oth 39 “einig” /ç-k/
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_WC 8 % 1.5
voic 1 “Haushalt” (same speaker as 14 _WM voicing

instances)
breath 3 “Nachmittag”
vel
placeass 2alv_palv “Münzspeicher”, Aktionsschau”

_WM 43 % 0.5
voic 24 “was/das ist”, “-zwanzigste”; 4 “Frankf urt”;

14 instances of inter-sonorant fricative voic-
ing (e.g. “Wasser”, “waschen”) by one speaker
from Hesse (dialectal feature)

breath 3 “brauchen”, “ich hier/hätte”
placeass 3pal_alv: “-i gst-”
oth 12 “-igst-” /ç-k/

_WB 52 % 1.1
glot, lab 47 /h-ç/ “gleichhier”; /h-x/ “nach Hause/Ham-

burg”;
1 /f-s/ “esf rüher”; /f-v/ “von”, “vertragen”

_WBC 2 % 0.3
alv /s-S/ “Zwischenstop” (canonical form problem)

spontaneous lenis
total_WM 2300 total_WB 6783 total_WBC 237

del_WM 7 % 0.3
alv, lab /z/: “diesem”, “sowieso”, “also”; /v/:

“dazwischen”, “zwölften”, “dreiundzwan-
zigsten”

_WB 39 % 0.6
lab, palat,
alv

34 fw: 14 “wir” (12 after nasal), 13 “ja” (8 after
/s/), 4 “Sie” (after nasal); 3 “jetzt”

_WBC 1 % 0.4
alv “aussieht”

delres_WM 16 % 0.7
alv, lab /z/: 3 “diese”, 4 “also”, “Dienstreise”, “vor-

lesungsfreie”; 6 /v/: “zwischen”, “zwar”,
“-zwanzigst”
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_WB 34 % 0.5
lab,
palat,
alv

25 fw: 13 “wir” (8 after nasal, 2 after vowel),
7 “ja” (4 after vowel), 2 “Sie” (after nasal); 5
“ jetzt”

mod_WM 4 % 1.7
voic 2 /z-s/: “dieses”, /j-ç/: “prinzipiell”
breath 1 /v-h/: “vierundzwanzigster”
oth 1

_WB 97 % 1.4
voic 35 24 /z-s/, 6 /v-f/, all after fortis or PB (6 “sind”,

“sonst”, “wir”)
breath 3 /v-h/: “ichwürde”, /j-h/: “Freitagja”
placeass 3 /v-z/: “eswäre”, /j-Z/ “ ja”
oth 56 47 /v-m/: “-nwir”, 1 /v-n/: “wollten wir”,

7 /v-b/: “nehmenwir”, “freuen wenn”, “am
Wochenende”

_WBC 2 % 0.8
alv /z-s/: “aussuchen”, “Arbeitssitzung”

read lenis
total_WM 1438 total_WB 4035 total_WBC 323

del_WM 1 % 0.0
lab /v/: “zwischen”

_WBC 1 % 0.0
lab /v/: “Schimpfwörter”

mod_WM 6 % 1.9
voic 2
oth 4

_WB 28
voic 27 25 /z-s/ after fortis; “ja”, “wie” after PB
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Table 9
Absolute frequencies of “-igst-” words and their phonetic realizations

in the spontaneous corpus

(1) Total number of “-igst-” words 503
ordinals 496
“günstigsten” 5
“wenigstens” (“at least” ) ["ve:nIs(:)ns] 2

(2) canonical [sIçst]/[stIçst] 501
(3) words ending in [@] or [5] 143
(4) words ending in canonical [@n] 358

schwa elision 355
(5) [k] instead of [ç], representing a different word phonology 29

(5.1) in (3), with [kst] 6
(5.2) in (4), 19 with [kstn], 4 with [ksn] 23

(6) difference of (3) and (5.1) 137
/t/ preserved 122 /t/ deleted 15

[s(t)Içst] 44 [sIçs] 2
[sçst] 4 [sIs] 5
[s(t)Ist] 60 [s:] 2
[s:t] 10 [sI] 4
[sIçt] 1 [s] 2
[sIt] 2
[st] 1

(7) difference of (4) and (5.2) 335
/t/ preserved 291 /t/ deleted 44

[sIçst] 139 [sIçs] 14
[sçst] 2 [sçs] 1
[sIst] 141 [sIs] 25
[s:t] 8 [sIç] 1
[st] 1 [s] 3
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Table 10
Absolute and relative frequencies of the 5 manifestations of German

laterals: del(etion), del(etion with)res(idue), red(uction), lat(eral), cent(ral)
in c(ontent)w(ord) or f(unction)w(ord) and in INIT(ial) (postconsonantal
and/or prevocalic), MED(ial) (intervocalic) or FIN(al) (postvocalic and
precosnonantal/final) position; separate for spontaneous and read speech

spontaneous speech
total cw cw % fw fw %

del 271 81 3.2 190 18.6
INIT 55 55 2.2 0 0.0
MED 25 15 0.6 10 1.0
FIN 191 11 0.4 180 17.6

delres 45 22 0.9 23 2.2
INIT 14 14 0.5 0 0.0
MED 5 4 0.2 1 0.1
FIN 26 4 0.2 22 2.1

red 376 147 5.8 229 22.4
INIT 7 7 0.3 0 0.0
MED 32 13 0.5 19 1.9
FIN 337 127 5.0 210 20.5

lat 2854 2272 89.8 582 56.8
INIT 1247 1247 49.3 0 0.0
MED 737 699 27.6 38 3.7
FIN 870 326 12.9 544 53.1

cent 9 9 0.3 0 0.0
INIT 9 9 0.3 0 0.0
MED 0 0 0.0 0 0.0
FIN 0 0 0.0 0 0.0

3555 2531 100.0 1024 100.0
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read speech
total cw % cw fw % fw

del 54 32 0.9 22 4.6
INIT 12 12 0.3 0 0.0
MED 7 7 0.2 0 0.0
FIN 35 13 0.4 22 4.6

delres – – – – –
red 307 202 5.7 105 21.9

INIT 23 23 0.6 0 0.0
MED 32 26 0.7 6 1.2
FIN 252 153 4.3 99 20.7

lat 3664 3313 93.2 351 73.3
INIT 1787 1787 50.3 0 0.0
MED 639 583 16.4 56 11.7
FIN 1238 943 26.5 295 61.6

cent 10 9 0.2 1 0.2
INIT 10 9 0.2 1 0.2
MED 0 0 0.0 0 0.0
FIN 0 0 0.0 0 0.0

4035 3556 100.0 479 100.0
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Table 11
Absolute frequencies of the 5 manifestations of German laterals: del(e-

tion), del(etion with)res(idue), red(uction), lat(eral), cent(ral) instr(essed)
or unstr(essed) syllable; INIT(ial) (postconsonantal and/or prevocalic),
MED(ial) (intervocalic) or FIN(al) (postvocalic and preconsonantal/final)
in words; c(ontent)w(ord) or f(unction)w(ord); separate for spontaneous
and read speech

spontaneous speech
str unstr

del 16 255
INIT 4 “einschließlich” 51 50 “(cons)-lich”
MED 3 “vielleicht” 22 10 “(vowel)-lich”,

10 fw “w/sollen”
FIN 9 “zwölf(ten)”,

“selb-”
182 3 cw, “deshalb”, “Him-

melfahrt”, “unmittelbar”;
179 fw, 81 “mal”,
85 “also”,13“als”, “soll ”,
“weil”, “we lch”, “wi ll ”,
“wohl”

delres 9 36
INIT 6 cw 8 “(cons)-lich”
MED 0 5 “(vowel)-lich”
FIN 3 cw 23 1 cw “Himmelfahrt”;

22 fw, 14 “also”, 6 “mal”,
2 “weil”, “we lche”

red 118 258
INIT 6 cw 1 cw “persönlich”
MED 3 cw 29 10 cw “-len” (e.g. “vie-

len”), 19 “w/sollen”
FIN 109 cw, “elf”,

“zwölf”
228 18 cw “Stockholm”, “de-

shalb”,103 “also”,6 “als”,
47 “mal”, 29 “s/woll t-”,
13 “welch-”, 12 “soll ”,
“weil”, “woh l”
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lat 1706 1148
INIT 1057 cw 190 cw, 159 “(cons)-lich”
MED 376 cw, 248

“vielleicht”
361 323 cw, 41 “(vowel)-

lich”, 38 fw, “w/sollen”
FIN 273 cw 597 53 cw, 544 fw, 205 “al-

so”, 23 “als”, 3 “falls”,
10 “halt”, 156 “mal”,
20 “soll ”, 36 “weil”,
2 “wi ll ”, 1 “welch-”,
21 “wohl”, 67 “w/soll t”

cent 7 2
INIT 7 2
MED 0 0
FIN 0 0

“eigentlich” [Nn], “-n l-” [ndh], “sonst lohnt” [s s], “<A>/dochlieber”
[dh], “mir leid” [dh]

read speech
str unstr

del 10 44
INIT 0 12 cw, 11 “(cons)-lich”
MED 0 7 cw, “-len”
FIN 10 cw, “Ulm”,

“Kö ln”,
“zwölften”,
“selbst”

25 3 cw, “-eln”; 5“als(o)”,
3 “wi ll ”, 10 “welch-”,
3 “wohl”, 1 “wieviel”

red 163 144
INIT 20 cw 3 cw, 1 “beachtliche”
MED 1 “vielleicht” 31 25 cw, 23 “-len”; 6 “wol-

len”
FIN 142 cw 110 11 cw, “-eln”; 10 “al-

s(o)”, 50 “welch-”,
11 “solch-”, 7 “soll t-”,
13 “will ” 6 “wohl”,
2 “wieviel”
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lat 2410 1254
INIT 1469 cw 318 cw, 245 “(cons)-lich”
MED 128 cw 511 455 cw, 40 “(vowel)-

lich”; 56 fw, 38 “wollen”,
18 “solle(n)”

FIN 813 cw 425 130 cw; 295 fw, 54 “als”,
21 “also”, 43 “soll ”,
5 “solch”, 25 “welch”,
2 “weil”, 83 “wi ll ”,
2 “wieviel”, 43 “wohl”,
17 “woll -”

cent 0 10
INIT 0 9 cw
MED 0 0
FIN 0 1 fw

“ziemlich” /n/, “rücksichtslos” /t/, “Englisch” /n/, “möglich” /d/,“als” /ats/
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Table 12
Absolute frequencies of 4 manifestations of German laterals: del(etion),

del(etion with)res(idue), red(uction), lat(eral) in (a) INIT(ial), (b) MED(ial),
(c) FIN(al),beforeI-, A- or other vowels in (a), (b),after them in (c); sep-
arate for spontaneous and read speech

spontaneous speech read speech
I A O I A O

del/res 77 202 37 17 6 31
INIT 60 7 2 11 0 1
MED 11 3 16 0 0 7
FIN 6 192 19 6 6 23

red 9 191 176 48 57 202
INIT 1 4 2 11 4 8
MED 0 2 30 1 1 30
FIN 8 185 144 36 52 164

lat 451 1454 949 956 1004 1704
INIT 255 688 304 636 595 556
MED 136 273 328 118 113 408
FIN 60 493 317 202 296 740

Table 13
Absolute frequencies of nasal consonant deletions, total and syllable-

final, and of syllable-final nasal consonant structures in German c(ontent)-
w(ords) and f(unction)w(ords) of spontaneous and read speech

spontaneous read
fw cw fw cw

total of deletions 130 198 38 26
syllable-final deletions 122 179 29 23
total of syllable-final nasals 7414 8336 4722 8104
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Table 14
Absolute frequencies of geminates and reductions to singletons (del),

final in word (WF) or inside a compound (WC), across sequences of c(on-
tent)w(ords) and f(unction)w(ords); first part of geminate singleconsonant
(1cons) or in cluster (2cons); separate for spontaneous and read speech

spontaneous speech read speech
1cons 2cons 1cons 2cons

total 697 1118 744 760
WFcwfw 136 104 292 255
WFfwfw 185 288 127 233
WFfwcw 250 200 123 177
WFcwcw 92 49 172 29
WC 34 477 30 66

del 172 956 288 635
WFcwfw 64 70 116 203
WFfwfw 57 257 106 207
WFfwcw 18 145 22 151
WFcwcw 17 23 36 16
WC 16 461 8 58
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Table 15
As in Table 12, but with combinations of str(essed)/u(n)str(essed)in

the 2 syllables containing the geminates

spontaneous speech
str/str str/ustr ustr/str ustr/ustr

total 35 231 475 1074
WFcwfw 0 174 0 66
WFfwfw 0 0 0 473
WFfwcw 0 0 410 40
WFcwcw 35 14 64 28
WC 0 43 1 467

del 16 142 153 817
WFcwfw 0 111 0 23
WFfwfw 0 0 0 314
WFfwcw 0 0 138 25
WFcwcw 16 8 14 2
WC 0 23 1 453

read speech
str/str str/ustr ustr/str ustr/ustr

total 93 397 381 633
WFcwfw 0 353 0 194
WFfwfw 0 0 0 360
WFfwcw 0 0 288 12
WFcwcw 93 5 91 12
WFC 0 39 2 55

del 16 265 196 446
WFcwfw 0 253 0 66
WFfwfw 0 0 0 313
WFfwcw 0 0 163 10
WFcwcw 16 3 31 2
WFC 0 9 2 55
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